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Custom perforated metal rain screen

A perforated Stainless steel rain screen panel consists of a
thin pre
pre-bent
bent stainless steel veneer panel
panels connected to male or
female aluminum metal frame extrusions with 3/8
3/8” stainless steel hex
bolts and attachment clips for rigidity of connection
connection. This con
connects
nects
to the aluminum standoff brackets which are fastened with
embedded screws capped with a locking bolt to the substrate which
attaches to the structure of the building
building. There should be an air
gap between the panel and the substrate allowing water to drain to
the outside. This system only supports its own weight and the weight
of wind loads. The aluminum metal frame has insertion slots that are
self
self-locking
locking compatible with the pre-bent
pre bent stainless steel panels
panels.. At
the bottom of the system the substrate behind is typically air and
water sealed allowing rain to move away from the building
building. In
n most
cases these metal panels are secured to a continuous rigid
insulation layer
la
that is attached with angle extrusions, behind it
would be a water control layer, sheathing and finally to the metal
studs in the building. Often the bottom of a r
rain
ain screen wall has
flas
flashing
hing and a drainage plane for water to fall down.

NRGY 62 FL
Low profile capped curtain walling

In a stick system curtain wall each pane of tempered vision glass is
attached to spandrel consisting of tra
transoms
nsoms and mullions. Interior
nterior
glazing has exterior and interior wedge shaped gaskets with SnapOn covers to conceal the inner frame and fasteners
fasteners. In this case the
vision glass is double paned allowing for an air gap for insulation.
This system consists of a transom to transom connection allowing
the profile of the system to be used vertically and horizontally.
Each mullion and transom is attached with metal clips and screwed
into a nylon expanding anchor that interlocks with frame of the
metal channel. This metal channel is secured to the interior mullion
trim. These metal frames should have thermal breaks to reduce
heat transfer.
transfer The frame attaches to the angle anchors which are
connected to the continuous fire stop secured between the wall an
and
d
the edge of each floor slab with an angle
an gle anchor embedded into
the floor slab to prevent the spread of fire to the building
building..
Between each panel of vision glass
glass there is a spandrel that is a
panel between two panes of vision glass in a multistory building. In
this system water drains either between th
the
e mul
mullions
lions or through
concealed cutouts or weep holes within the horizontal seal gasket
directed down
down towards drainage outlets
outlets. Horizontal mullion
mullions
s also
provide structural support for multi-pane
multi pane windows and should be
sealed with structural silicone weatherseal and a polyethylene
foam backerrod.

